Multi-Flow
System
Allowing you to attack the toughest
jobs using less water and less fuel,
the Multi-Flow System – now
standard on all Vactor® 2100 Plus
units – is the smarter way to do
your job every day.

Put the Pressure on Tough Jobs.
With Multi-Flow, more demanding jobs don’t always mean more water. You
can set the water flow at a lower rpm than competitive models, while still
maintaining peak pressure, helping you clean both effectively and efficiently.

Three Levels for Three Types of Jobs.

Multi-Flow allows you to pick the setting that’s right for you:
• Low Pump Mode delivers 1 - 25 gallons per minute (GPM), which is
perfect for hydro-excavation, lateral cleaning and lift station cleaning.
• Medium Pump Mode pumps out 25 - 60 GPM, an effective setting for
small diameter pipes with small to medium levels of material accumulation. In fact, 30 GPM at 2500 psi is just as fast and effective at cleaning a
4" to 8" pipe as a 60 – 80 GPM* setting – all while staying safer and using
less water.
• High Pump Mode powers out 60 - 80 GPM* for larger diameter pipes.
This powerful setting eliminates the need to hire an outside contractor.

		
		
		

Precise
Performance for
Absolute Control.

Less Fuel. More Power.

Thanks to Multi-Flow and the Digital Flow Meter, operators will know
exactly how much flow and pressure they are using, which can maximize
performance and prevent them from using a worn or incorrect nozzle.
And with this increased level of control, Multi-Flow can help operators
get through jobs faster and more safely, increasing productivity.

Multi-Flow is designed to deliver the best of both worlds – the power
to get through the toughest jobs and the smarts to do it as efficiently
as possible. While Multi-Flow uses two PTOs to improve hydraulic system efficiency, it turns the second one off when it is not needed. Add
to that the ability to control flow and pressure settings, and Multi-Flow
ensures you’re always using the perfect amount of horsepower –
nothing more, nothing less.
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